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Abstract
Digital transformation in the oil and gas industry has accelerated over
the last 5 years, driven by new enabling technologies and resulting in
increased efficiency, reduced costs and production optimization. As
the offshore wind industry matures and expands into complex deepwater acreage, the learnings and methodologies from digitalization
of the oil and gas sector can be applied in the early concept phase,
to support design decisions that impact the entire asset lifecycle.
The ever-increasing volume and complexity of disparate datasets and
associated workflows to support offshore wind farm design, pose a
risk to project decision-making and schedules. Input datasets include

the subsea bathymetry, subsea infrastructure locations, metocean
conditions, geotechnical and geohazard surveys, marine traffic
routes, and bird migration pathways.
Digital workflows model engineering and economic parameters
for wind turbines, cables, and infrastructure components against
uncertainty and sensitivities in various input data. Combining
these datasets and technical parameters into a single geospatially
accurate data model allows precise modeling of the offshore wind
farm performance across multiple metrics (CAPEX/OPEX, LCOE and
emissions management) and sensitivity analysis between them.

Objective

Methods

The objectives for this study were focused
on technology transfer to evaluate the

Data Integration

following hypothesis:

“Established digital workflows in the
oil and gas sector can be successfully
applied to relevant use cases for the
offshore wind sector”
Specific objectives included:
• Explore opportunities to apply geospatial
data model for offshore wind farms.
• Evaluate the early benefits and challenges
from this approach.
• Identify opportunities for future innovation
in field-scale digital twins for offshore wind.

Adopting a proven digital twin mindset will provide a comprehensive
framework to support complex decision-making during the early
project phases. Multiple what-if scenarios can be modeled and
iterated using the latest data sets and the best-case solution can be
realized prior to major capital investment. The resultant digital twin
can then evolve to support smart operations, real-time measurement
and as a basis for applying machine learning algorithms for predictive
maintenance support.

Fig 1:
Location of study, Denmark

• Project set-up
• API connection – Helcom.fi / MADS
• Geospatial data import: Bathymetry,
Maritime Activity, MetOcean, Subsea
Infrastructure, Flora & Fauna

Anholt Wind Farm1
Location: Offshore Kattegat,Denmark
Type: Fixed Steel Jacket

Geospatial model for
a reference wind farm

Substation: Offshore
Operator: Orsted Operational: 2013 - Present

• Anholt Wind Farm1, Kattegat, Denmark111
WTG (Siemens Gamesa – SWT 3.6-120)
• Published study data2,3

Capacity: 400MW

Testing automated workflows
• Auto-generation of generic wind
farm layout

Results

Fig. 2: Maritime activity heat map
in Kattegat region

Fig 3: Digital model of Anholt wind farm,
Kattegat, DE

Fig 4:
Turbine metadata

Fig 5: Integration of Wake effect simulation
data, after Hansen et al. 2018

API connection into external map server
(Helcom) enabled fast integration of large
volumes of spatial datasets to build and
contextualize the project.

Digital model of the Anholt windfarm. Turbine,
substation and inter-array cabling geolocated
in line with published field data from operator
(Orsted). Turbines modeled to match OEM
specifications (Siemens Gamesa). Modeling in
2D and 3D viewer, enables spatial context with
coastline and GIS data.

Turbine data model build out, highlighting key
metadata across component dimensions, weight,
power capacity and cost.

Data integration with published study data
(Hansen et al. 20182). Enabling visualization
of wind farm wake effect data within the 3D
model. This workflow reviewed multiple study
data in parallel within the same model. This
process can be explored with an API link into
simulation tools.

Data were layered to capture regional
complexity for windfarm concept planning.
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datasets and toolkits from the offshore oil and gas industry which can readily be updated and augmented to support workflows in offshore wind.
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The ultimate impact of digitalization in oil and gas has been reduced project costs, reduced uncertainty and risk and reduced time to first energy. These same
benefits await the offshore wind sector.
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